


 Air Traffic Management (ATM)

 Communication navigation and surveillance systems (CNS)

 Meteorological service for air navigation (MET)

 Search and rescue (SAR)

 Aeronautical information services/aeronautical information management (AIS/AIM).

ANSP provides one or more of the following services to 

airspace users:



 prevent collisions between aircraft; provide advice of the safe and 

efficient conduct of flights;

 conduct and maintain an orderly flow of air traffic;

 notify concerned organizations of and assist in search and rescue

operations.

Air Traffic Services provides safe, secure, and efficient management for the 

airspace assigned to particular ANSP





 Unintentional/Independent of the user's will (technical failures, breakdowns, 

weather conditions, etc.)

 Non-compliance with the rules  (routine, lack of ability, lack of knowledge, 

aloofness )

 Deliberate action (crimes, assaults and terrorist attacks)

The following UAV activities can lead 

to a security/safety risk:



UAV threats to airports-two seperate types:

 threats to unlawful interference with airport infrastructure

 threats to air traffic in the area of landing and taking off aircraft



S E C U R I T Y

Regulation (EC) No 300/2008 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 11 March 2008 on common rules in the field of civil aviation 

security and repealing Regulation (EC) No 2320/2002 



CTR

TWR



Why three miles?

 a/c are low enough

 a/c fly the slowest

 a/c have limited maneuverability

 a/c are always at the same point each time they approach 

which in total is the best recommended position for a potential attack



1. DETECTION
radar, radio detectors, noise detection

2. IDENTIFICATION
visual- optical, IR

3. NEUTRALIZING
kinetic, not-kinetic

C-UAV



Radar systems used by ANSP

 in most based on secondary radars

 reflectance coefficient adapted to the reflecting surface of 5m

 adapted to standard a/c speed

 not sufficient to low altitude
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The role of the ANSP in the use of C-UAV

systems to protect airports

 checking/advicing technical parameters of active C-UAV system elements 

in terms of their possible interference with CNS systems (communication, 

navigation, observation)

 development and implementation  of procedures with the operator of the C-

UAV system in case of detection UAVs.



PANSA lesson learned

 legal regulations authorizing UAV flights in CTR since 2013 according to the 

rules set by PANSA

 over a 1300 permits per year for UAV flights in CTR issued annually

 no incidents



ACCORDING TO CURRENT REGULATIONS SINCE 20.12.2018

Granting Permission for UAV VLOS flights within CTR (C/D)

Uncontrolled airspace (G): 
 available without additional requirements

no maxiumum height limit for VLOS  operations except for RMZ / EPWA.

 notification of FIS above 100m prior to flight

 Two way radio communication required above 200m AGL

Rules for performing UAV operations within the CTR



Regulatory framework in Poland
BVLOS REGULATIONS 

Key assumptions 

 Enable BVLOS flights outside segragated airspace

 Up to 25kg / max 120m AGL

 Comercial use only – BVLOS operation rating required

 Prior CAA approval required

 Prior coordination PANSA required 7 days prior to flight

 ANSP broadcasts information about flight routes / times / altitudes ASAP

All coordination (flight planing / requests / approvals / communication

ATS/ drone operator) performed by an „IT system” provided by PANSA





Thank you for your attention


